The Brief But Helpful Guide to Using ISIS
Data DOIs
aka ‘Why it would be great if all papers produced from work done at ISIS cited one or more
data DOIs’
Short summary





Data DOIs are issued for every ISIS experiment
If the relevant DOI(s) are cited in publications which use ISIS data, it provides a link from
the publication back to the data. This has various benefits, including helping ISIS to find
publications and enabling users to demonstrate data sources
We would like to try to ensure that every publication coming from ISIS cites the relevant
data DOI.

What is an ISIS Data DOI?
Every experiment (RB number) run on an ISIS instrument is given a DOI (Digital Object Identifier). The
DOI is a permanent reference to the data taken during that experiment. It can be used by others to get
further information on the data and where it came from by providing a link back to the data (actual
access to the data is determined by the ISIS Data Policy).
For example, below is a portion of the reference list from a paper which used ISIS and which cited the
relevant data DOI (reference 18):

Someone clicking on this link in the paper gets taken to an ISIS data journal page where they can see
more information on the experiment, and in principle can click on the ‘download’ button to get access
to the dataset – whether they are allowed to do this depends on the ISIS data policy. Clicking on the DOI
in the above paper takes you to the screen below:

Why do we need ISIS data DOIs and why should we use them?
Increasingly, research funders and journals are increasingly requiring the origins of the data used in
papers (both the raw data plus processed or intermediate versions of the data) to be make clear. Open
access to data for transparency, particularly where the data were provided through public funds, is
becoming increasingly important. Citing the data DOI for relevant ISIS experiments in a publication is
one way of satisfying these requirements, and we expect that ISIS users will be required more and more
to make their data sources transparent in this way.
From ISIS’ point of view, having data DOIs cited in publications means that we can find these
publications much more easily, as the DOIs we give to experiments form a unique set which can be
searched for in journal articles. This could mean that we find more publications arising from ISIS work –
one measure of our outputs – as well as saving a lot of work trying to find our publications. We would
also be able to find theses and other outputs which are hard for us to search for. The DOI also allows us
to link a publication back to an experiment, something that is very difficult for us to do at the moment.

How can I find the DOI for an experiment?
DOIs for experiments after April 2019 are of the format:10.5286/ISIS.E.RBxxxxxxx where xxxxxxx is the
7-digit RB number. So to know your experiment's DOI you only need to know the RB number. E.g.
experiment with RB 1870596 will have DOI 10.5286/ISIS.E.RB1870596. The full link would then be
https://doi.org/10.5286/ISIS.E.RB1870596.
Prior to April 2019, the DOIs for ISIS experiments were in a 'less friendly' format. However, we are
creating DOIs for all experiments in the above format back to 2015 - this 'backdating' will come into
effect again from April 2019.
If you want to check your data DOI, log into https://data.isis.stfc.ac.uk and you can see the DOI
for your experiment. ISIS staff can also find DOIs – do ask your local contact if you want to check the DOI
for your experiment.

In addition to this, emails sent pre- and post-experiment will, from Spring 2019, also contain the
experiment data DOI, including beamtime award letters from June 2019 (ISIS Round 19/2) onwards.
ISIS staff can also find experiment DOIs – do ask your local contact if you can’t find your DOI.

How do you cite a DOI in a publication?
The DOI could be put in several different places within a publication – e.g. in the body of the text, in the
references or in the acknowledgements section. In general, citing the DOI as a reference is
recommended, as this is the most likely area of a paper to be indexed and searchable.
We would like every paper coming from ISIS to have the relevant DOI(s) cited. This will help us hugely in
finding publications, as well as providing publication readers with more information about the data they
are looking at.
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